
“Cristo is one of the most powerful healers I’ve ever met, and I believe he is here to shift 

planetary consciousness on a global scale. We are blessed to have him.” 

October 9, 2012 

To Whom It May Concern: 

Cristo strikes me as scientifically oriented. He is extremely intelligent and quick, and is not a 

“woo-woo” psychic. Although I did not believe in crystals, nor had I ever used them, I figured 

the atmosphere of the lecture on Monadic Healing Energy would be conducive to healing. I had 

been to several of Cristo’s seminars before and had experienced spontaneous, healing shifts from 

the energy in the room alone. During the lecture on Monadic Essence, Cristo explained what 

happens as he channels the Monadic Energy. Cristo also explained how energy gets blocked in 

the auric field, and becomes belief systems or complexes that are difficult to break through. 

After the lecture, we were told to place our hands on a bowl of crystals while Cristo transmitted 

Monadic Energy. I was skeptical, almost dismissive, until I felt what seemed like 30 viscous 

bubbles popping all over my energy field. These, apparently, were my negative belief systems 

being cleared away. After placing my hands on the crystals, I sat down and burst out crying. I 

had recently re-committed to a mission I had begun 20 years prior, but had given up because the 

pain and obstacles were too great for me. However, for as many times as I tried to throw away 

the mission, it kept knocking on my door.  After the Monadic Healing Session, motivation and 

action to pursue my dream were restored. 

Cristo is one of the most powerful healers I’ve ever met. Cristo goes beyond the realm of 

individual intuitive readings in which one receives information: Cristo actually facilitates shifts 

in the human energy field by removing blockages. Cristo’s work is designed to shatter 

unconscious belief systems, so they no longer interfere with attainment of one’s life purpose. He 

is not only able to do this one-on-one, but with large groups. It takes a highly developed soul to 

handle this much energy, especially with an entire room of people. I believe Cristo is here to 

shift planetary consciousness on a global scale. We are blessed to have him. 

Sincerely, 

Lorri Coburn 


